
Right? Play First: 

 The Expression of Deaflympics in Sinitic Languages Doesn’t Matter  

Even after the Domestication of the UNCRPD in Taiwan 

The first games, known as  

The Silent Games, in 1924, 

were the first games ever 

for athletes with a disability. 

Furthermore, it was the 

secondly created 

internationally-competed 

games of any kind.  

The modern-day Olympics 

was the first.   

The Deaflympics are 

distinguished from all other 

IOC-sanctioned games by 

the fact that they are 

organized and run 

exclusively by members of 

the community they serve. 

Only deaf people are 

eligible to serve on the 

ICSD board and executive 

bodies. 

玩權有呀、正名再說： 
後「嘻嗄匹嘀」（CRPD）還「達福林匹克」（Deaflympic） 

 

This poster focus on the expression of Deaf in sinitic Languages after the 2009 Summer Deaflympics held in Taipei which was the first 

time in Asia. It’s linking to the social participation of Deaf people in Taiwan and even the area of East Asia which speak and write sinitic 

languages. The international Deaf Game embraces the motto of “Equality through sports” since 1924. The International Committee of 

Sports for the Deaf (ICSD) is the organization of governing Deaflympics and says they especially follow the article 5 and 30 of the 

United Nations' Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities(UNCRPD). However, only few Taiwan Deaf people know about 

the UNCRPD even its domestication had done in 2014. Taiwan Deaf people practiced the right of play through sports but not the other 

rights. This poster listed out the events and those terms they used in the sinitic languages regarding to the Deaflympics in Taipei and the 

UNCRPD in Taiwan by the timeline. We can see a pattern that the practice of rights always comes much earlier before the politically 

correct terminology.  Keywords: Deaflympics, UNCRPD, Deaf rights, politically correct terminology 
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The International Olympic 

Committee (IOC) at its 50th 

session in Paris from the 9th 

until the 19th of June 1955 

resolved to admit the 

organization as an International 

Federation with Olympic 

standing 

CISS abandons its attempts towards the 

incorporation of the World Games into 

the Paralympics（since 1960). In 

recognition of the unique 

communication requirements of deaf 

athletes, the prohibitive costs of providing 

interpreters, the inability to accommodate 

the growing numbers of deaf competitors, 

and for a number of other reasons, CISS 

withdraws from the International 

Paralympics Committee, but retains IOC 

recognition and support. 

Athlete 

A sports person with a 

hearing loss of 55 dB or 

greater in the better ear. 

Deaf Person 
A person with a  

hearing loss. 

Deaf Sports 
Any sports in which 

Deaf Persons participate. 

Definitions from the constitution of ICSD 

6.3. Each Association is responsible for its own translations from English. 

6.4. International Sign Language is the official language at Congress and 

meetings. If a delegate cannot sign for himself, the chairman will help 

him/her or otherwise provide for his/her speech to be translated into an 

understandable sign language. 

7.3. Only delegates who are deaf and can speak in international sign 

language may represent Members. 

8.3. All members of the Executive Committee must be deaf, able to use 

international sign language and to be a member of their National Association. 

The constitution of the Asia Pacific Deaf Sports Confederation (APDSC) says: 

Taipei Deaflympic which has 

its own sign name could 

interpret to  Deaf’s Olympics in 

Sign languages but the Official 

name in Sinitic Language was 

meaning “hearing 

impairment‘s Olympics”(台北
聽障奧運) and abridged to 

“hearing’s Olympics”(台北
聽奧). There had a debate 

between IOC and Taipei city 

gorvement: is it okay or not 

that call Deaflympic as  

XXXX-Olympic? They did’t 

care to name it Deaf(聾人) or 

hearing impairment(聽覺障礙). 

On 16 May 2001,  

the IOC granted  

permission to replace  

Deaf World Games  

with Deaflympics. The review session of the Republic of China 

(Taiwan) on the Convention on the Rights of 

Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) by the 

International Review Committee (IRC) was 

held from 30 October to 1 November. 

A citizen group called  

“Three Deaf and their friends 

 (三聾二聽) ” attended at the opening 

ceremony and held slogans to represent their 

angry of left behind.  

After the review session, the Taiwan 

gornvenment still translated the “deaf culture” 

to “hearing imparment culture 

(聽覺障礙者文化)” 

And the offical ducuments meantion 

Deaflymics still refuse to use the term “Deaf” 

in Sinitic  just translated by the pronuncition 

as hearing impairment’s  

Da-Fu-Lin-Pi-Ke(聽障達福林匹克). 
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